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Abstract—Machine learning in fine art paintings is attracting
increasing attention recently. Image captioning of paintings is of
great importance for painting analysis, but it is rarely studied.
The paintings have abstract expressions and lack annotated
datasets, leading to the data-hungry problem in painting cap-
tioning. Thus, painting captioning has more significant challenges
than photographic image captioning. This paper makes a novel
attempt at generating content descriptions of paintings. We
generate virtual paintings using the style transfer technique
to deal with the data-hungry problem, then train the painting
captioning model via a two-step manner. We evaluate our method
on an annotated small-scale painting captioning dataset and
demonstrate our improvements.

Index Terms—image captioning, fine art paintings, style trans-
fer

I. INTRODUCTION

Machine learning in fine art paintings is attracting increasing

attention recently, and many tasks have been explored [1].

The image captioning of paintings is a valuable task due to

its high information output and wide applications, but it is

rarely studied. This paper investigates how to generate the

content descriptions of paintings. Specifically, we investigate

the image captioning task of impressionism painting as it is

a representative painting style and contains many daily life

scenes. This task has potential value in automatic painting

description generation, text-based painting searching, visually

impaired assistance in art appreciation, and early childhood

education in art lessons.
Although the paintings have their digitalized version in

online museums, there are no painting datasets annotated with

proper content descriptions. Besides, the paintings usually

have abstract expressions, and the painting captioning task

needs a large quantity of annotated data. Thus, the painting

captioning task meets the problem of data-hungry, which is a

big challenge.
This paper uses the photographic image captioning dataset

to help in settling the problem of data-hungry. To use the

*Corresponding author.

data from the photographic domain, we use virtual data as a

bridge to reduce the gap between paintings and photographic

domains. Specifically, we generate annotated virtual paintings

from the annotated photographic images by the style transfer

technique [2]. The virtual paintings are a stylized version of

photographic images, and they share the same annotations.

We train an image captioning model on the photographic

dataset and then fine-tune it on our virtual paintings, and we

do not train the model on any real paintings. We annotate a

real painting dataset to test our model’s performances, which

presents meaningful improvements. We hope this work to be

a potential basis for captioning more complex paintings and a

starting point for further study in painting analysis.

The main contributions of our work are as follows:

• We make a novel attempt at generating content descrip-

tions of fine art paintings.

• We train the model on generated virtual paintings to

solve the data-hungry problem in image captioning of

paintings, presenting meaningful improvements.

• We annotate a small-scale image captioning dataset of

fine art paintings for evaluation, hoping to provide an

evaluation reference for future works.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Machine Learning in Art

Previous works have been explored many machine learning

tasks in paintings, including classification [3] [4], object detec-

tion [5], visual question answering [6], emotion extraction [7],

and robot painting [8]–[10]. Some preliminary works explored

text image cross-searching of paintings [11] rather than gen-

erating contextual sentences directly. This paper investigates

an image captioning task on paintings, which can generate

informative sentences, useful for future painting analysis.

B. Image Captioning

Most of the recent image captioning methods are based on a

neural image captioning method [12], which use Convolutional
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Fig. 1. Our overall framework.

Neural Networks (CNN) to extract image features and Long

Short Term Memory Networks (LSTM) to generate descrip-

tions. Training an image captioning model requires a large

quantity of annotated images, but there are little annotated

data for the paintings. This paper generates virtual paintings

to settle this data-hungry problem.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Overview

Fig. 1 shows our overall framework. To deal with the

problem of data-hungry in training, we train a style transfer

model using an unpaired photographic image set and an im-

pressionism painting set. Then we use the trained style transfer

model to transfer images in MSCOCO dataset [13] to virtual

paintings. After that, we train the image captioning model via

a two-step manner. First, we train an image captioning model

on MSCOCO dataset, and we use this trained model as our

baseline model. Second, we use the baseline model as the

starting point and fine-tune it on virtual paintings to get our

final model. We annotate a real painting dataset to test the

performance of the final model.

B. Virtual Paintings

Virtual paintings are generated by the style transfer tech-

nique, which transfers an image to another style while main-

taining its content. We choose a real-time variant [14] of the

style transfer method as it shows subtle nature in its generated

impressionism style images. The style transfer model is trained

using an unpaired photographic image set and an impression-

ism painting set together with content loss and style loss, and

then it can be used as an end-to-end style transfer tool. We

use the implementation and pre-trained parameters of the style

transfer model from the original paper [14]. We create the

virtual paintings by transferring images in MSCOCO dataset

to impressionism style and copying the original captions as

the annotations for virtual paintings.

C. Caption Generation

We use the classical neural image captioning method pro-

posed by paper [12], where a CNN is used to extract image

features, and an LSTM is used to generating sentences base

on the image features. As the CNN and LSTM are two main

parts of the image captioning model, we compare the model

performances under different fine-tuning strategies in Section

IV. Although we use the classical neural image captioning

method, our framework can also extend to other image cap-

tioning methods.

D. Relations to Parallel Learning

Our method is based on the parallel learning framework

[15]. Fig. 2 shows the relations between our mechanism

and parallel learning framework by adapting our main steps

on the original parallel learning diagram. Our methods are

corresponding to two main parts of parallel learning, including

big data generating and computational experiments, and the

unused parts are in gray. We use MSCOCO dataset and

unlabeled paintings as original data and generate virtual paint-

ings using the style transfer technique. Our big data contains

MSCOCO dataset and virtual paintings. We use a two-step

training procedure on the big data to get the final model.

Original Data

Data Collection

Software Defined 
Artificial Systems

Big Data

Computational 
Experiments

Parallel Control and 
Prescriptive Learning

Distilled Knowledge

Style Transfer Technique

Virtual Paintings

MSCOCO Dataset and 
Unlabeled Paintings

Final Model

Two-step Training

Fig. 2. The relations between our painting image captioning mechanism and
parallel learning framework. This diagram is adapted from the framework in
the parallel learning paper [15]. The unused parts are in gray.
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○ A man with a red helmet on a small moped on a dirt road.
○ Man riding a motor bike on a dirt road on the countryside.
○ A man riding on the back of a motorcycle.
○ A dirt path with a young person on a motor bike rests to the 
foreground of a verdant area with a bridge and a background of cloud-
wreathed mountains. 
○ A man in a red shirt and a red hat is on a motorcycle on a hill side.

○ Women are sitting in a chair with a violin.

○ Women are sitting down in a nice dress playing an instrument.

○ A woman is playing the cello with painted flowers in the background.

○ This shows a woman playing the cello.

○ A lady is playing the violin.

○ An immigrant is picking tomato.

○ A man with a hat is carrying baskets of food.

○ A man with a hat carrying two shallow baskets.

○ Man with a white hat and a tan vest is holding baskets.

○ A man carries some fruits on the street.

○ A man with a red helmet on a small moped on a dirt road.
○ Man riding a motor bike on a dirt road on the countryside.
○ A man riding on the back of a motorcycle.
○ A dirt path with a young person on a motor bike rests to the foreground of a 
verdant area with a bridge and a background of cloud-wreathed mountains. 
○ A man in a red shirt and a red hat is on a motorcycle on a hill side.

Real Painting Dataset. Testing.

Virtual Paintings. Training Step Two.MSCOCO Dataset. Training Step One.

Style Transfer Copy

Fig. 3. Samples of data used in training and testing.

TABLE I
PERFORMANCES OF OUR MODELS ON REAL PAINTING DATASET

BLEU1 BLEU2 BLEU3 BLEU4 CIDEr METEOR ROUGE L SPICE

Baseline 47.44 25.75 13.03 6.81 13.13 11.69 31.01 5.74

Ours (CNN) 49.61 26.69 13.88 7.42 11.83 12.06 32.88 5.59

Ours (LSTM) 48.10 26.58 13.57 7.59 12.36 11.76 33.25 5.14

Ours (CNN+LSTM) 48.78 26.92 14.76 8.47 14.76 12.58 32.92 6.22

CNN: Training only CNN in training step two; LSTM: Training only LSTM in training step two; CNN+LSTM: Training both CNN and
LSTM in training step two. The best scores are in bold.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Datasets

a) MSCOCO Dataset: MSCOCO dataset is a commonly

used image captioning dataset. Like previous works, we use

the Karpathy splits [16] to separate images into 82,783 for

training and 5,000 for testing.

b) Real Painting Dataset: To evaluate our proposed

method, we annotate a real painting caption dataset by Ama-

zon Mechanical Turk. The annotated dataset contains 100

images of genre paintings in impressionism style, with each

image annotated with five sentences by five workers, like

MSCOCO dataset. Fig. 3 shows the samples of data we used.

B. Training Strategy

Our image captioning networks consist of CNN and LSTM,

responsible for extracting features and generating sentences,

respectively. To find the best fine-tuning way and study the

influence of each part of the model, we tried three fine-tuning

settings in training step two, including fine-tuning CNN only,

LSTM only, and both CNN and LSTM.

C. Implementation Details

a) Vocabulary: We use the vocabulary built from

MSCOCO dataset by common practice [12], including 9,487

words. This vocabulary contains 183 (99.5%) of the 184 words

in painting vocabulary. Although we do not use any informa-

tion from real paintings, the vocabulary we use presents its

good generalization capability.

b) Network Structure: We use 224*224 as input image

size and ResNet-152 [17] to get a 2048 dimension feature.

For the LSTM networks, we use 512 as the input feature size,

hidden feature size, and cell state size.

D. Results

We evaluate our model on the common metrics of image

captioning task including BLEU [18] (BLEUn means calcu-

lating BLEU score using n-gram tokenizing), CIDEr [19],

METEOR [20], ROUGE L [21], and SPICE [22]. Table. I

shows the performances of our models on real painting dataset

compared with the baseline model that trained only using

MSCOCO dataset. The best scores all come from our models,

with an average improvement of 4.79%.

Fig. 4 shows the selected samples of our painting captioning

results, where we compare our CNN+LSTM model with the

baseline model and the ground truth. The good and bad

expressions are in bold. We can see our model presents the

improvements in correcting the inaccurate descriptions of the

baseline model, including recognition of objects, scenes, and

relations between objects.

E. Discussion

This paper generates virtual paintings by the style transfer

technique, so the painting captioning quality depends on the

style transfer quality. The results show that our model can

understand the objects and their relations in the paintings under

the challenge of abstract expressions. Thus the distribution of

our generated virtual paintings is successfully getting close to

the distribution of real paintings.
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Ground Truth:
People are standing on small boats along a body of water.

Baseline:
A group of people standing on a beach.

Ours (CNN+LSTM):
A group of people on a boat in the water.

Ground Truth:
A man and a woman are drinking in a bar.

Baseline:
A man sitting on top of a wooden table.

Ours (CNN+LSTM):
A couple of people sitting at a table in a restaurant.

Ground Truth:
A  woman is sitting alone with a covered white dress.

Baseline:
A woman sitting in front of a teddy bear.

Ours (CNN+LSTM):
A close up of a person wearing a red tie.

Ground Truth:
A person in a field of grass in front of a house.

Baseline:
A black and white photo of a man on a bench.

Ours (CNN+LSTM):
A man on a field with a frisbee.

Fig. 4. Improvements of our model compared with the baseline model. The
improvements are shown in bold.

We generate training data for painting captioning using

the style transfer technique on a large quantity of annotated

photographic images. Our method can be generalized to solve

the problem of data-hungry in other machine learning tasks

when there are enough labeled data in a related domain,

serving as a potential data generation technique. Since relying

on the style transfer, our method has limited influence by

domain gap. Thus there may be larger improvements when

dealing with more abstract paintings such as cubism, fauvism,

and abstract expressionism.

Most of the best scores come from our CNN+LSTM

model, and for the CIDEr score, only our CNN+LSTM model

performs better than the baseline model. These results are

consistent with our intuition that adaptation of the whole

model brings the most considerable improvement. Two of the

best scores come from the other two models, possibly due to

the noise from our small-scale testing dataset.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper makes a novel attempt at the image captioning

task of fine art paintings. We generate virtual paintings to train

the painting captioning model. The experiment results on our

annotated real painting dataset show the improvements of our

proposed method.

We hope that our work can be a starting point for more

advanced painting understanding tasks, and our annotated

dataset can establish an evaluation reference for future works.

More advanced image captioning methods and more annotated

paintings can be used to evaluate the performances of our

methods in future work.
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